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FALL SEMESTER UPDATE

Letter from the Director
Dear La Tierra Community,
Welcome to fall and our first school-wide newsletter! I cannot believe that we are almost at the end of our
first semester and the celebration of learning will be here in two weeks. Time passes fast, but with that
notion, I would like to genuinely compliment all of you who make this small community of learning rich
with friendship, support and understanding. Thank you for being here for your children and offering help
when needed. Our community is filled with ever-evolving daily happenings that balance themselves well
when all members know that we are here to do a noble work helping our students on their pathways toward
being good and solid humans.
As you have noticed, our school grounds changed quite a bit and will change some more. I have a few
unfinished projects that need to be done and preferably soon. Please look at page two (Volunteer Corner)
and check out the projects that are listed there. If you can help with some, please stop by my office. We
appreciate any help!
It is with my greatest joy to announce that we are opening seventh grade in 2018/19 and are engaging in
serious conversations of planning, developing, and strategizing how to do this for a future and sustainable
success. Our goal is to have LTCS a K-8th grade community school by 2019/20 where we provide a
continuous education that is based on values, place, experience, and community involvement. If you have
any questions about this particular development, please schedule an appointment and stop by my office. We
will inform you as more plans develop. On that notion, you might see more fencing being installed and some
changes done to the second cottage next to our office building. We rented this cottage as of now and will
host our community connections, music, art, and Spanish there.
In terms of improving our communication channels, I am going to schedule ‘classroom town halls’, one for
each semester, where parents, classroom teachers and administration will have a chance to brainstorm ways
of how to improve, grow, voice concerns, and find solutions. In the spirit of transparency I will also inform
everyone about the happenings of our school, where we are and our future vision. I strongly encourage you
to visit and be informed about our exciting future prospects!

OFFICE NEWS
Office Hours
Mo-Thu: 7:45 am – 4:00 pm
Phone - 928-445-5100
Fax- 928 -445 4802

VOLUNTEER CORNER
Please reach out to our La Tierra
Volunteer Coordinator, Jessica Pool (928We are in need of:
1) Weeding the lunch area
2) Staining the lunch area fence
3) Painting the three benches
4) Help Lenka to develop our new
Peace Garden
5) Complete the obstacle course
6) Help to clean up the front yard
next to the cottage
7) Help building Loose Parts storage
boxes

Attendance Reminder
Please make sure that students arrive on time. It is
essential for our students to practice timely arrival in
order to start their learning with other students
without any necessary classroom interruptions.
Thank you for you support!
Help La Tierra While you Shop!
Fry’s Community Rewards Program
Register your Fry’s V.I.P. Card online at
www.FrysFood.com and use LTCS code (75221).
Shop for everyone on your gift list this holiday
at http://smile.amazon.com/ch/27-0635933 and Amazon
donates to La Tierra Community School Inc.
#YouShopAmazonDonates
If you need help enrolling, please check with the office.

Tax Credit Information
Please consider donating to our Tax Credit
drive to support fine arts, Spanish,
fieldwork, character education, and other
extra curricular activities. Individuals may
donate up to $200 and couples up to $400.
Donations may be subtracted from your
Arizona State tax liability. Pick up a form
in the office!

Office Staff Updates
Please stop by and welcome Heather
Sheetz, our new school secretary.
Check out our new LTCS database
located in the shelf next to Heather’s
desk. We have been working very hard
on making our office a professional
place where all systems are efficient
and easy to use.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Please make sure to provide your children with
warm clothes, appropriate footwear and
healthy lunches! Students are not allowed to
bring microwavable food and sugary snacks.
They need to bring their own utensils and a
substantial lunch that consists of four food
groups. Often students eat their lunch during a
snack time and are hungry before lunch.
Healthy food supports healthy brains and
longer focus! Thank you for your support.
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CLASSROOMS HAPPENINGS
FALL SEMESTER
FIRST GRADE
KINDERGARTEN
Kindergartners are continuing to seek answers to
our guiding questions, ‘What is alive?’ and ‘What is
adventure?’ Lately, we have been learning about
animals in Arizona. Each student chose an animal
to research and write about. In Art Class, students
created collage representations of their animals,
and we put our writing and our artwork together to
sent it to the Studenttreasures Inc. for hardbound
publishing. It was motivating to have such an
important project, and many children have made
great strides in their handwriting skills. We learned
that humans are animals too, and found out that
we are not very hairy mammals. We learned about
our skeletons, and Dr. O’Beirne (Daniel’s dad)
came to help us learn more about bones. We
learned about hearts with Sammy’s dad, Michael
Howell, who is an RN. We listened to our hearts
with our own stethoscopes. We had several
discussions about what makes humans different
from other animals. We learned about a unique
bone that humans have in our throats called the
hyoid that helps us to speak. We thought about our
parents and how long they take care of us, and
found that many animals’ parents don’t take care
of them at all. We also learned that we are the
only animal that wears clothes. Feel free to stop
by our classroom to see what we are up to any
time; its always busy and exciting.

In first grade we are learning about butterflies. Did you
know that butterflies taste with their feet? We got to
watch caterpillars grow and change into butterflies in our
classroom. We are so excited to visit Butterfly Wonderland
at the end of November!
We have been working hard in math to learn about
addition and subtraction. We get to use our math tools like
white boards, counting chips, rekenreks, and games to help
us. We also get to use our pattern blocks to learn about
shapes and patterns. We love to make creative designs
with them!
Learning how to read is hard work. We are all getting
better and better at it. We like to hear and read stories
about butterflies, Ralph S. Mouse and fables. We are so
excited to become stronger readers and writers.
We love to play outside! The new playground is so cool
and really fun to play on. We like to build with the loose
parts, learn to cross the monkey bars and play soccer.
Making up games and playing together is so much fun!
As a crew we have gone on some great adventures this
fall. We go to the library and have story time and check
out books. We went to Yavapai College Performing Arts
Center and saw Moon Mouse and the Okee Dokee Brothers.
We went with the kindergarteners to Mortimer Farm and
played on the playground, went on a hayride and picked
our own special pumpkins. We do service, hike and play at
Acker Park – we are so happy it is close to our school. We
can’t wait to go on more special adventures!

SECOND GRADE
Our 2nd grade class has continued to grow together, working and learning, playing,
singing, sharing, expressing gratitude, accepting nod supporting one another. What a
fun and dynamic class! This semester second grade has been building their
understanding of writing through practicing sentence building, responses to literature
and learning how to incorporate the parts of speech into their work. We have been
expanding our knowledge of measurement, time and place value. We have also explored new understanding in
addition and subtraction by building our number sense and practicing multiple ways to combine and decompose
numbers. Our class has been playing hard and working hard. Are ants like us? Do ants talk? Does the queen rule
the colony? Our expedition this semester has focused on the super-organism we call ants. By following our
guiding questions we have investigated through lectures, text, video, fieldwork, and observations how ants live
and work together making their colonies, spreading to all the continents in the world (except Antarctica) and
continue to be so successful. This has been a compelling subject for us to engage with the world in which we
live.
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CLASSROOMS HAPPENINGS
FALL SEMESTER
THIRD GRADE
For Science, Social Studies, and ELA, 3rd grade is studying plants in depth. We started the year
planting a garden, building model greenhouses, and doing temperature experiments with our greenhouses.
Each student also wrote a page and drew an illustration for our class book called "The Three Little Plants and
The Big Bad Weed.” We have a solid understanding of leaves and photosynthesis. We’ve also studied roots and
seeds, their characteristics, and their functions. This week we are completing our leaf book before we launch
a new geography project studying continents, countries, and different ecological zones around the world. We
will also examine how these zones and landscapes affect people and cultures. This will be a research project
ending in a presentation to another class, 1st or 2nd grade.
In mathematics, students have built a solid understanding of multiplication and division through 10s.
The week after Thanksgiving we will begin applying these skills to solving simple geometry problems. Students
will know how to solve perimeter and area problems for simple shapes like triangles, squares, and rectangles.
We will revisit standard and metric measurements that we learned in Science earlier this year. The geometry
unit will allow for more time outside the classroom, taking measurements, and finding the perimeter and area
of spaces around our schoolyard. This unit will take us through to the end of the semester.

FOURTH GRADE
Grand Canyon Class

Our Expedition is “Remembering Something
Ancient.” This is in–depth look at the Southwest,
specifically Arizona, including characteristics,
landforms and culture of Native Tribes. The place
based studies involve field trips to explore beauty of
the Arizona sites, understanding the fine threads of
continuity and respect for indigenous cultures and
how the intricate landscape shaped the daily living
of people that lived here before us. Students
observed Hopi artist Fil Kewynyama who shared his
cultural heritage through art, food and stories.
Students are learning new Math skills by solving
multi-step word problems of metric conversions
while using tape diagrams with standard addition
and subtraction algorithms.
Presently students are exploring Language Arts by
understanding what is the main idea and its
supporting details and conclusions. We are using
Engage NY El curriculum Module 1A: Becoming a
Close Reader and writing to Learn: Oral Tradition,
Symbolism, Building Community.
Students are excited about their upcoming
Celebration of Learning and more field trips.

FIFTH/SIXTH GRADE
In the world of 5th and 6th graders, it is very natural for
them to be seeking social development during this oftenconfusing time in their lives. In our classroom, we work
hard to help each other in our learning community to
meet the social needs (as well as academic needs) of the
students. They want more responsibility, they want to be
treated like adults, and they want to figure out how they
want to move through the world with this shifting
outlook on society and themselves. We provide safe
space every day for students to advocate for themselves
and to give opportunities for them to help each
other. The reality is that they are still developing as
young adults and they need to be given the chance to fail,
and know that it is normal. Also, they have an
opportunity to learn from their mistakes and make better
choices moving forward. At this point in their lives, it is
very important to help our students become responsible
citizens within their community as they move further into
their young-adult lives.
Academically, the students have been working diligently
on their expedition based on the question, “What is
Life?” This has been interwoven through all subjects to
help the students gain multiple perspectives into this
question, including both social and scientific
viewpoints. Moving into next semester, the question that
will be driving the curriculum is “What is Home?” This
will be through an environmental lens as the students
will be learning about Prescott through an in-depth study
of the Granite Creek watershed and how that has played
a major role in the development of our town. It will also
expand into how water (especially fresh water) affects
different areas around the world.
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ART
Happy artists at LTCS have created many beautiful
things over the past few weeks. Here’s an overview of
what each class has been up to:
Kindergarten: Over the past few weeks the
kindergartners have been working on creating
illustrations for their class book. The art involved
combining a watercolor background with cut paper
collage and found objects.
First Grade: Students worked on our map-making skills
while practicing real pirate talk. This fun exercise led to
creating their own pirate self-portraits with oil pastels.
Second Grade: Ever heard of pointillism? Well, your
second grader has. This talented group just finished a
beautiful art piece by using only dots and started a new
lesson learning how to weave on a cardboard loom.
Third Grade: This group has been busy finding just the
right colors, patterns and textures in old magazines to
create silhouettes of an animal of their choice.
Fourth Grade: Watercolor, magazines and glue, oh my!
Fourth Grade has been busy making a tree landscape
with a ‘cool color palette’.
Fifth & Sixth Grade: We’re studying the ‘old’ and the
‘new’ with a Mixed Media Still Life involving an apple
and a pear. In this project students are exploring PostImpressionism with chalk & oil pastels, Cubism with
colored pencils and modern collage with magazines.
It would be like a DREAM to have a volunteer to help
me with mounting art work and changing out art
displays in each of the classrooms. If you are interested
in helping, please send me an email:
adarling@LaTierraCommunitySchool.org

MUSIC
Greetings, Ti-ti ti-ti ta ta, ti-ti ti-ti ta ta! Pizza Pizza
Pizza! One and two and three, four! One and two and
three, four! You might be wondering, what do these
words mean? Chances are you can tap your foot four
even times while saying each phrase and feel the
repeating pulse of this basic rhythm and beat. This is an
example of what our main music theme has been over
the last three months. From Kindergarten to 6th grade,
we have been clapping, jingling, singing, and playing
together, introducing ourselves to the roots that bind
music together: rhythm and beat. A sound place to start,
our theme of rhythm and beat has also included
cooperative, kinesthetic group games that encourage
spatial development (particularly K-2), music
appreciation, ensemble listening, and group
cooperation, all the while keeping the instruction fun
and vitalizing. In grades 3-6 we have gone a bit further,
connecting our drumming with rhythmic notation (⅛
and ¾ beats), talking about the differences and
similarities of beats vs. rhythm. We have also
experimented with improvisation, percussion
instruments, songwriting, and the connection between
visual expressions with active music listening. I look
forward to building upon these fundamental skills

with students in each grade as we begin to sing and
play in ensembles.

SPANISH
In Spanish we are exploring Thanksgiving traditions – Dia De Accion de Gracias in all classrooms and identifying
and practicing verbs. (Me gusta and No me gusta, I like and I don’t like)
3rd -6th grade students are working on topic of Family –La Familia and practicing music in Spanish.
K- 3rd grade students are practicing holiday songs in Spanish for the December 8th performance.
Kindergarten and 1stgrade will sing Feliz Navidad.
2nd Grade will perform My Burrito Sabanero and the 3rd grade Feliz Navidad and Ninos de Cuzco Peru.
I am thrilled to be the Spanish teacher at La Tierra and to contribute to our students’ second language
knowledge. Spanish helps students to broaden their vocabulary, learn about other cultures and reflect on their
own culture. Often times words in Spanish and English have the same Latin roots, which means that learning
Spanish can help students to become more proficient in English by learning more sophisticated words.
If you have any questions about how to be helpful to your child in learning second language, please stop by my
office and/or schedule an appointment and I will be happy to help and support you in your seeking. Thank you!
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IMPORTANT DATES TO REMEMBER
December 7th, 2017 1:15-3:00
Celebrations of Learning
Location: LTCS classrooms
December 8th, 2017 – 6:30 – 7:30
Acker Night Musical Performance
Location: On Cortez and Willis (next to the Country Bank)
December 11th-21st
Benchmark Testing- Galileo and DIBELS
Winter Break December 22nd-January 5th
school and office closed for Winter Break

Important Reminders
• Please dress your children with weather appropriate clothes.
• Pack them with a substantial lunch that consists of four food
groups: healthy carbs, protein, veggies, and fruit. Send them to
school with their own water bottle.
• Refrain from clothing that carries violent messages. Students
coming to school with t-shirts depicting war, guns, or violent
messages will be sent home to change.
• Bring your children on time so they don’t miss their valuable
learning.
• Read your newsletters and weekly classroom updates.
• Should you need any clarification in regards to our
parent/student guide, please stop by our office or make an
appointment with the school director.
• Sign the last page of your parent student guide if you not have
done it yet, and give it to your classroom.
We appreciate you and your children!

